VisitorNet Small Business Edition
A fully browser based application used over the internet.

- Accessed globally using this fully browser based application
- Available in 1, 2 or 3 year subscriptions, includes support
- Self installed, easy set-up with support manual provided
- Works with own peripherals
- Can print a variety of passes including paper, ID cards and labels
- Suitable for education and SMEs

Key Features:
- Fast and effective handling of both pre-booked and drop-in visitors
- Ability to attach a room and resource to a meeting
- No repetitive data entry
- Badge content can be fully customisable to incorporate visitor information and corporate brand
- Automated e-mail notification to relevant personnel for all resources booked
- Fully customisable reporting facility
- Ability to produce an instant fire evacuation report at the click of a button
- Improves security and safety with photo and signature capture

Part Codes
521-1001 – 1 year
521-1002 – 2 year
521-1003 – 3 year

VisitorNet Pro
VisitorNet is a highly sophisticated yet easy to use visitor management system that utilises the latest technology. Available as a hosted or client server based with installation, training and support services available.

Key features
- Fast and effective handling of both pre-booked and drop-in visitors
- Ability to attach a room and resource to a meeting
- No repetitive data entry
- Badge content can be fully customisable to incorporate visitor information and corporate brand
- Automated e-mail notification to relevant personnel for all resources booked
- Fully customisable reporting facility
- Ability to produce an instant fire evacuation report at the click of a button
- Improves security and safety with photo and signature capture

VisitorNet is the ultimate visitor management and room booking system. The system enables your front of house personnel to produce either paper visitor passes or ID cards when used in conjunction with a wide range of printers.

- Customised badge layouts for different visitor, contractor or staff types
- Pre-print badges to speed up visitor signing in process
- Set long term visitor badges with set expiry dates
- Check in/out with barcode scanning
- Includes meeting room booking facility with resource booking
- Automated email alerts to individuals responsible for resources
- Run standard or bespoke reports detailing visitor activity
- Instantly print accurate up-to-date fire register
- Photo and signature capturing facility for increased security

Key benefits

(Enhanced corporate image)
- Helps create a professional impression and enhances the visitor experience
- Allows fast and effective handling of visitors and contractors
- Saves time by eliminating the need to re-enter information
- Stores visitor and staff data to improve efficiency

(Improved security)
- A cost effective solution for maintaining a safe and secure environment
- Keeps you in control with customised reporting
- Improves security and safety with photo and signature capture
- Helps to eliminate corporate theft by restricting people entering your premises
- Provides information on where, when and why visitors and contractors are on site

(Health and Safety compliance)
- Ensure all visitors have read and understood your health and safety policy and therefore assist to fulfil your duty of care.
- Ensure you comply with the Occupiers Liability Act 1957, the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 and the Management of Health and Safety at Work regulations 1992
- Provides an accurate and up to date fire register
VisiBadge Manual

Signing in systems for all visitors to your premises. The Manual Visitor system enables you to quickly issue a visitor pass to every visitor to your site. A personalised badge with your corporate logo and health & safety procedures projects a professional image to your visitors and contractors. The system also ensures and proves that you have made them aware of fire, accident and evacuation procedures. A carbon copy of the visitor details are kept at point of entry for every pass issued. Discreet sheets are used to ensure confidentiality. Systems can be adapted to suit all requirements and adhere to your corporate style.

Each system consists of:
1) Writing Board/Book
2) Slips/Passes
3) Discreet Sheet (optional)
4) Register/Journal

PASSES

Standard or customised
Visitor passes can all be printed to your custom design. The passes can contain your health and safety information, so each visitor knows exactly what to do in the case of an emergency. See the following for different pass options.

Journals/Registers
Records all transactions
The journal or register is the backing sheet in your book, which records a copy of the information provided on the visitor slips. Registers can be standard or customised. The register is vital in case of an evacuation.

Discreet Sheets
Confidentiality
Discreet sheets are used to prevent visitors from seeing the details of previous visitors. They offer a higher level of confidentiality. These can be personalised or you can opt for our standard stock.

STANDARD
Visitor Pass
Visitor pass slips to record visitor details. All passes numbered and contain Health & Safety information.

Contractor Pass
Ensure all contractors are properly registered on arriving at your site. Include Work permits and authorisation to work.

Vehicle Permit Pass
The perfect way to record car owner details and control who should be allowed to park on your premises.

EDUCATION
School Visitor Pass
Visitor passes for schools which contain school logo and Health & Safety details. One pass can be used for many visitor types.

Accident/Illness Pass
Record all accidents and illnesses that occur on the school premises.

School Latecomer’s Pass
The perfect way to record details of any latecomers.

Authorised Absence Pass
Authorised absence passes, pupil signing out passes, truancy systems, school passes and signing out passes.